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Abstract 
We construct, assuming the continuum hypothesis (CH), two (strongly) FrCchet spaces whose 
product is sequential and its sequential order is Q for any given crgwl. 
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1. Introduction 
A space X is sequential [8] if whenever A c X and A is not closed, there is a 
sequence from A converging to a point outside the set A, and X is Fre’chet (or Fre’chet- 
Urysohn) if whenever x E 2, there is a sequence from A converging to x. A space X is 
strongly Fre’chet [lo] if whenever A,+1 c A, and x E 2, for every n E w, then there 
is a point x(n) E A, for every n E w such that the sequence {x(n): n E w} converges 
to x. Evidently every Frechet space is sequential and every strongly FrCchet space is 
Frechet. 
If A is a subset of a space X, then [A]“q denotes the sequential closure of A, i.e., the 
set of limits of convergent sequences consisting of points of A. Obviously A C [A]“q. 
We define [A]” by induction on cr E wi + 1 as follows: [Alo = A, [AIU+l = [[A]“]““9 
and [A]” = U{[A]O 1 p < cx} f or a limit cr. One can easily see that [A]W~+l = [A]“l, and 
that a space X is sequential if and only if 2 = [A]“’ for every A c X. For a sequential 
space X we define so(X), the sequential order of X, by so(X) = min{cx E wt + 1 1 
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A = [Ala for every A c X}. Note that a space is Frechet if and only if it is a sequential 
space with the sequential order 1 [8]. 
In the previous paper [14] we proved the inequality so(X x Y) < so(X) + so(Y) for 
various pair of spaces (X, Y) with some properties, and also showed that the inequality 
need not be true in general. In this paper, answering a problem in [14], we construct 
under the continuum hypothesis (CH) a pair of (strongly) Frechet spaces (S, 7’) such 
that 5’ x T is sequential and so(S x T) = a for any given cx < wt. 
For the products of Frechet spaces or sequential spaces, we refer to the reader [6,1 I- 
13,15-171. 
In this paper spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff topological spaces. 
2. Example 
Recall that a space X is called a k,-space if there is a family K = {Ki}iEw of 
compact subsets of X such that a subset U of X is open if and only if U n Ki is open in 
Ki for every i E w. It is well known and easy to prove that finite product of lc,-spaces 
is a &space [9]. Also note that a countable &-space is sequential. 
A function u : w2 + X is called an injective bi-sequence in X with vertex x and limit 
points {s(p): p E w} if all s(p)‘s are different and u(p,n) + s(p) as n t 00 for every 
p E w, and s(p) --+ x as p -+ m. A function u : w2 --+ X is called a fan in X with vertex 
IC if ~(p, n) -+ x as n --t cc for any p E w. An injective bi-sequence(fan) is said to have 
a convergent diagonal if there is an increasing sequence pl < p2 < . . such that the 
sequence {r&k, nk): k E w} converges to vertex. 
The following Lemma 1 was proved by Arhangelskii [2]. 
Lemma 1. A Frichet space X is strongly Frbchet if and only iffor any fan in X has a 
convergent diagonal. 
The following Lemma 2 is folklore [7]. 
Lemma 2. A sequential space is Fre’chet if and only if for any injective bi-sequence in 
X has a convergent diagonal. 
First we describe the idea of our construction. Given some (special) sequential space 
(X, r) of sequential order (Y, we will construct (in Lemma 6 below) two strongly FrCchet 
topologies 70 c T and rt c T such that so((X, 70) x (X, ~1)) = a. To make topologies 
strongly Frechet, we need to ensure that all injective bi-sequences and fans u : w2 + X 
have convergent diagonals. 
A subset (T of w2 is called cojinal if 1 {p E w: 1 {p} x w n gI > w} 1 > w. The following 
Iemma is easy to prove. 
Lemma 3. Let X be a metrizable space. Let u” be an injective bi-sequence in X and 
u1 a fan in X. Then there is a cojinal set o such that u’(o) n u’(o) = 8. 
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Let K be a family of compact subsets of a space (X,7). Let us introduce a new 
topology on X. Define U G X to be open if and only if U n K is relatively open in the 
original topology of X for any K E K. Let us denote the resulting topology as r(K). 
If we take as K the family of compact metric subsets (or equivalently, the family of all 
convergent sequences together with its limit points) of X, then the resulting topology 
T(K) is the sequential corefZection of 7. If X is Hausdorff and K is countable, then 
obviously (X, r(K)) is a Hausdorff /cW-space. 
The following Lemma 4 is easy to prove. 
Lemma 4. Let (X, T) be a countable metrizable space. Let K = {Ki}iEu be a family of 
compact subsets of X and U = {LJi}iEw C T(K). Then there exists a metrizable topology 
T(K,U) on X such that: 
(1) U c T(&U), 
(2) 7 c T(&u) c T(K). 
By A(& U) we denote a countable base of T(K, U). 
For each pair (Kc, U) satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4 we fix a topology T(K, U) 
satisfying (1) and (2). 
In the next Lemma 5, we fix the following notations. 
Let CH hold. Let {Oa}ol<wl be the family of subsets of X, {G,},<,, be the family 
of subsets of X2, {(u”,, u~)}~<~, be the family of pairs such that u”, : w2 + X is an 
injection (V E (0, 1) here and further on) and every pair appears WI times in the ordering. 
Lemma 5. Let (X, r) be a countable metrizable space. Let K = {Ki}icw be a family 
of compact subsets of X. For any CY < WI and v E (0, 1) there exist a countable family 
Kk of compact subsets of X, a compact subset KE of X and a countable family l/g of 
subsets of X such that: 
(3) x: = Up<, Kc;; u{K:)> 
(4) both K” n K’-” and K” n K arejnite sets for any K” E K& K’-” E KL-” 
and K E K. 
For simplifying the notations we define: ~“(a) = T(KE UK), T”(a,.!d) = T(K~ U Kc, 
UE) and X”(Q) = X(KL U K,Ul). 
(5) If 0, E ~“(a), then 0, E U,V, 
(6) U: C TV(o), 
(7) A”(P) C U,V for any P < a, 
(8) if G, is closed in the topology TO (a) x T’ (a), then it is also closed in ~‘(a, U) x 
7’ (a, U), 
(9) if the following condition D(v, cy) holds: 
D(v, a): If IJ~ is an infective bi-sequence in (X, T”(P)) with limits {sa(p): p E w} and 
vertex t: for some ,D < CY, and IL~;-~ is a fan in (X, T’-~(P) with vertex tL-,-“, then both 
have convergent diagonals with the same indexes, i.e., there is an increasing sequence 
p] < p2 < . . . < pk < ’ ’ such that sequence ?~L(~h,nk) + tz as k -+ oc in ~“(a) for 
some n1, E w. 
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Proof. We require for convenience that 00 = 8 and Ga = 0. Define Ki = KA = {@}, 
K$ = Ki = 0 and Ui = l.4; = (8). Then (3)-(9) are easy to check. Suppose that K;, 
UL and KE have been already constructed so that they satisfy (3)-(9) for all o < K. Let 
(10) “i;, = u XV(o), K& = u K;. 
a<n a<n 
We define ?‘(<&c) = T(K”,, UK) and T”(<K,U) = T(K<, U K,U,“). 
If 0, E ?‘(<K), then let 
(11) Ub, = U;, u (0,). 
Otherwise U” 12j = Ui;,. If G, is closed in the topology ~‘(<rc) x d (<IE), then, by using 
the countability of X, choose countable families {Ly}i,, c +‘(<K) such that for any 
(a, b) E X2 \ G, there are LB and LJ such that (a, b) E Ly x Li C X2 \ G,. Define 
(12) U,y = Ub2, u {JY},,,. 
If G, is not closed in r’(<~) x ITS then let L!: = Ui;,. 
Suppose now that D(0, K) holds (D(1, K) may be considered analogously, the case 
when neither of the both holds is simple). Then it is easy to see that 
(13) u”, is an injective bi-sequence in the original topology r with limits {sn(p): p E 
w} and vertex tt , and u: is a fan in T with vertex t:. 
By Lemma 3 we may choose a cofinal set g C w2 such that V&(O) n u:(a) = 0. It 
will be seen that we may assume that g = w2 and thus u”,(w’) n uL(w’) = 0. Let us 
prove that tiV,({p} x w) f? I(‘-” is finite for any K’-” E K&” and p E w. Suppose the 
contrary. Let nE({p} x w) n K’-” is infinite and K’-” E K$Qv. Then r$(p, n) + z”(p) 
as n t cc in T”(p) f or some p < IC, Y’(p) E X. Let A = u;({p} x w) n K’-“. If 
K” n A is finite for any K” E KC;; U K, then A is discrete closed by the definition of 
the topology T”(P). This is a contradiction because A is an infinite subsequence of the 
convergent sequence {ui(p,n): n E w}. Thus K” n A is infinite, so K” fl K’-” is 
infinite where K” E KF U K and K’-” E K>Qv. We can easily show by induction that 
this contradicts (3) and (4). So uL({p} x w) n K’-” is finite for any K’-” E K>iv. 
Now it is easy to construct by induction a cofinal set g C w2 such that u;(g) n K’-” 
is finite for any K’-” E K>Qv, v E (0, 1). Again assume without loss of generality that 
(T = w2. Then uL(w2) n K’-” is finite for any K’-” E K:;“, v E (0, 1). Now we show 
UL c T~(<Ic). Let U” E Ul. It is enough to prove that U” n K” is relatively open in 
the original topology T of X for any K” t K& UK. By (11) and (12) we may assume 
without loss of generality that UV E X(K2, UK,U~)forsome,0<~andK”~K~~K 
for some a! < K. Let o < p. Then by (3) K” E K; UK and by (2) U” n K” is relatively 
open in T of X. Let now p < LY. Then by (7) U” E 154, and by (6) U” n K” is relatively 
open in the original topology of X. Now in the topology T”(<Ic, U), we can consider 
the conditions of D(0, n): 
(14) u”, is an injective bi-sequence of ~~(<fc,U) with limits {s(p): p E w} and vertex 
to 6.’ and uf, is a fan in T' (<tc,U) with vertex tk. 
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Since ?(<K, U) is a metrizable topology we can choose a convergent diagonal 
{~;(PuQ): k E w} 
with limit point t: in the topology ?(<K,U). We may assume without loss of generality 
that either 
(15) Kn {ui(~k,nk) 1 k E w} is finite for any K E K: 
01 
(16) {uL(pk,nk) 1 k E W} C K, for some K, E K. 
If (15) is the case then let 
(17) K,” = {GP rc,nk) I k E w} u {Cl. 
Otherwise let K,” = 0. Let us note that we have that 
(18) K,” 5 u”,(w*). 
Finally let 
(19) K; = K;, u {K,“}. 
Now it follows from (10) and (19) that (3) holds. Since u”,(w*) fl K’-” is finite for 
any K’-” E K>;V by the proof above, it follows from (18) that K,” n K’+’ is finite 
for any K’-” E K>Q”. Then u”,(w*) n u~-V(w2) = 0 so K,V rl KA-” = 0 by (18). 
Thus K” n K’-” is finite for any K” E ICE. To prove (4) it remains to show that 
K,” n K is finite for any K E K. But this follows easily from (15)-( 17). If 0, E T”(K,), 
then it is open in the stronger topology of T”(<Ic), and thus 0, E ZA,” by (11). So (5) 
holds. Similar considerations and the use of (12) show that (8) is satisfied. Then (7) 
is obvious due to (lo)-(12). If U” E Ui then U” E Y(<K) as it was proved before. 
Thus U” n K” is relatively open in the original topology of X for any K” E K& u K. 
Then U” E +‘(<lt,U) by (l), so by (15)~(17) and the choice of (pk,nk), U” n K,” 
is relatively open in T”(<K, U) and thus, by (2) and compactness of K,“, is relatively 
open in the original topology of X. Thus it follows from (19) and the proof above that 
U” tl K” is relatively open in the original topology of X for any K” E Ki U K, and 
thus U” E TV. So (6) holds. Now in the case that the sequence {zl;(pk, nk) 1 k E w} 
satisfies the condition (16), then obviously {vz(pk, nk) ( k E w} U {t:} is a nontrivial 
convergent sequence in the topology T” (6) and (9) is satisfied, and if it satisfies the 
condition (15), then (9) follows easily from (17), the choice of (pry, nk) and (2). 0 
Lemma 6. Let (X, T) be a countable metrizable space, K = {Ki}iEw be a family of 
compact subsets of X. Then there are two regular topologies TO and ~1 on X such that 
both TO and ~1 are strongly Fre’chet topologies, (X, TO) x (X, ~1) is sequential, (X, r(K)) 
is embedded as a closed subset in (X, TO) x (X, ~1) and holds: 
(20) any pair (zL’, u’) of an injective bi-sequence u” in (X, T,) and a fan ulPV in 
(X, TI_“) have convergent digonals with the same indexes. 
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Proof. Let K” = Ucu._, Icz where Kg are constructed in Lemma 5. Define U C X 
open in rV if and only if U n K" is relatively open in the original topology of X for 
any K” E K" UK. Obviously TV are sequential topologies. Let us prove that (X, T,,) x 
(X,71) is sequential. Consider an arbitrary G C (X,TO) x (X,71). Then G = G, for 
some LL < WI _ Suppose that G, is not closed in the topology ~‘(a) x T’ ((u). Since 
(X, ~'(a)) x (X, -r’ (a)) is sequential being a product of two countable &spaces, then 
G, contains a sequence converging to a point outside G, in the topology ~‘(a) x T* (a), 
and hence in the obviously weaker topology (X, 70) x (X, 71). If G, is a closed subset 
in the topology T'(Q) x T'(a) then by (8) it is a closed subset in 7-‘((r,U) x $(a,U). 
So the sequentiality of (X, TO) x (X, 71) follows now from the fact below. 
Fact. The topology T" (a, U) is weaker than ry for any cy < WI. 
Proof. It is enough to show that for any U E ~"(cr,U), the set U n K” is relatively 
open in the original topology of X for any K” E K”. We may assume without loss of 
generality that K” E k$ U K where ,0 > LY. Then since X”(N) is a base for +‘(a,U) 
we may consider only such U E X"(a). But then U E ZAp" by (7) and thus U n K" is 
relatively open in the original topology of X by (6). q 
Consider now an arbitrary 0 C X open in T,,. Then 0 = 0, for some cz < w1 and 
0 is open in the topology ~“(a) stronger than rV. So 0 E UE by (5) and 0 is open 
in ~"(cx,U) by (1). It follows from the fact and the proof above that ~~ is the maximal 
element for the family {~"(a,Ld) 1 a < WI} and thus rV is regular, 
Consider now the set A = {(x, x) 1 2 E X} 2 X2. Let us prove that A is a closed 
subset of (X, TO) x (X, ~1) homeomorphic to (X, T(K)). Closedness of A easily follows 
from its closedness in X2 where X is taken in its original topology. Obviously the 
topology on A inherited from (X, TO) x (X, ~1) is weaker than the topology inherited 
from T(K) x T(K). So if A is not homeomorphic to (X, T(K)) then there is an infinite 
sequence {z(i)}iEw C X such that z(i) + z as i -+ co in both (X, TO) and (X,71) 
and {z(i) 1 i E w} f’ K is finite for any K E K. Then using the definition of TV 
we may assume without loss of generality that there are K” E ICE and K’ E KL for 
some cy < WI such that {z(i) 1 i E w} C K” and {z(i) / i E w} C K’. But then 
{~(i)~i~w}~K~nK’ h’h w K contradicts to (4). Thus A is naturally homeomorphic 
to (X, r(K)). 
Let us prove that (20) holds. Consider one of the two symmetric situations. Let 
u’(p,n) + s(p) as n -+ 00, s(p) -+ to as p t 00 in (X,70) and s(p) # s(q) if 
p # q, and u’(p,n) + t* as n + 00 in (X,71) for any p E w. Using the definition of 
TV it is easy to reduce this case when D(0, cy) holds for some cy < WI and u” = u: (it 
is also necessary to use the fact that every pair of the injections appears w1 times in the 
enumulation). Then (9) gives the required sequence of p(lc)‘s. By Lemmas 1 and 2 it is 
easy to show that (20) implies strong FrCchetness of (X, TV) . q 
A space X is scattered if every nonempty closed subspace has a point isolated in the 
subspace. Let [Xl, be the set of all nonisolated points of X. For any ordinal number LY 
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we define [Xl,+, to be the set of all nonisolated points of [Xl, and [Xl, = n,,,[X], 
for limit (Y. It is easy to prove that for a scattered X there exists Q such that [Xl, = 0. 
The least such a! is called Cantor degree of X, and is denoted by Cd(X). 
Lemma 7. Let X be sequential and scattered. Then so(X) < Cd(X). 
Proof. Let A be a subset of X. Let B be the set of points isolated in 2. Then clearly 
B is a subset of A and dense in 2. By the definition [&d(X) = 0. It is easy to see 
that for any Q: < wi, B - [B], c [A]*.-NOW the conclusion follows from the following 
implication: 
x=B= u (B-[&x) c u [A]*. q 
&Cd(X) &Cd(X) 
The following Lemma 8 is easy to prove by induction on a! and Lemma 9 is obvious. 
Lemma 8. For every a < WI there exists a countable k,-space X, of Arhangelskii- 
Franklin space [3] such that Cd(X,) = so(X,) = cy. 
Lemma 9. Let a space X be mapped continuously in one-to-one manner onto a scattered 
space Y. Then X is also scattered and Cd(X) < Cd(Y). 
Lemma 10. Let Y be a countable scattered k,-space with Cd(Y) = (Y < wi. Then there 
is a metrizable topology on Y which is weaker than the original topology and Cd(Y) = LY 
in the new topology. 
Proof. We will prove that Y has a topology with a countable base weaker than the 
original topology by induction on Cd(Y). Suppose the assertion has been proved for any 
space Y with Cd(Y) = ,0, ,D < cy. Let Cd(Y) = (Y. If a: = ,D+ 1, then Y - [Y]o is an open 
subspace with Cd(Y - [YIP) < /3. By the assumption it has a topology with a countable 
base 130. The subset [Y]B is closed and discrete, so we can choose an open neighborhood 
Un(y) of each point y E [Y]p and R. E w satisfying: U,(y) n [Y]p = {y}, Un+i c U, 
for each n E w and nnEw U, = {y}. Now B = & U {Un(y): y E [Y]p, 7~ E w} is 
a countable base of Y weaker than the original topology. If (Y is a limit ordinal, then 
Y=U B<a(Y - [YIP). In this case the conclusion follows by the assumption and the 
fact that each subspace Y - [Y]p is open and Cantor degree is less than (Y. In both cases 
it is easy to check that Cantor degree is (Y. 0 
Theorem 11. For any given Q < WI, there exist strongly Fre’chet spaces S and T such 
that S x T is sequential and so(S x T) = CY. 
Proof. If we construct T, and S, for every (Y < wi satisfying the conditions in the 
theorem, then, by taking the disjoint union of T,‘s and S,‘s, we get wi example. So we 
can assume (Y < wi. Let (Y, T) be a countable Ic,-space such that Cd(Y) = so(Y) = Q 
(the existence of such a space is guaranteed by Lemma 8). By Lemma 10 we may 
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introduce a me&able topology r* on Y weaker than r and such that in the new topology 
Cd(Y) = (Y. Now let K = {Ki}ie, be a countable system of compact subsets in of (Y, 7) 
determining the topology 7. Obviously each Ki is compact in r* and T*(K) = r Now 
let 70 and 71 be the regular strongly Frechet topologies constructed in Lemma 6. Denote 
by S the space (X,70) and by T the space (x,71). Now (X,7) = (X,7*(K)) C S x T 
implies so(S x T) 3 so(Y) = LY. Let us prove the following fact by induction: 
(21) for every A c S x T, z E S x T such that z E [A]gxT and z 4 [A]zxT for 
y < p there exists a subspace B c S x T such that z E [B n A]$ and either ns/B or 
7r~(B is an injection, where [A]g means that the P-sequential closure of A is taken in 
the space B. 
Suppose (21) is proved for every ,0 < (Y. Let now z(i) -+ 2 and z(i) E [A]fxT, 
,& < a For every i E w choose iVfi such that z(i) E [A4$ n A]$ for yi < pi and 
either ns/Mi or ?rTln/r is an injection. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
KS/M~ is an injection for any i E w. By the choice of Mi for any i E w there exists a 
sequence Ri = {x(i,k) 1 k E w } such that z(i, k) -+ z(i) as Ic -+ co, ~(i, Ic) # z(j, I) 
if (i,k) # (j,l) and z(i,k) E [Mi n A]&. Now if 
TT;‘(7r’s(z(i))) n {I ) i E w} 
is finite for every i E w, then we may assume without loss of generality rsJ{z(i) I 
i E w} is an injection. Then it is easy to construct the set B as required. Suppose 
that rS’(~s(z(i))) n {z(i) I i E w 1s infinite for some i E w. Then it follows that } 
7r;‘(7rs(2)) n {5(i) I i E w} is infinite. Th us we may assume without loss of generality 
that 7rs(z(i)) = 7r.s(z) f or any i E w. Since Ri C Mi, then 7rsJRi is an injection and 
we may assume that 7rsl UiEw Ri is an injection passing to the subsequences of Ri if 
necessary. By the same reason we may assume that one and only one of the following 
conditions holds: 
(22) 7rT( UiEw Ri is an injection. 
(23) rT(Ri) = n~(z(i)) for any i E W. 
In the first case let 
UO(P, n) = n.s (dP> 4)) Ii1 (P, n) = TT (4P, 4) 
and then apply property (20). It is easily seen that the sequence {.zlc}lcEw here Zk = 
(~‘(pk,nk),zl’(pk,nk)) is chosen such that both XsI{Zk / k E w} and 7rTl{zI, ) k E w} 
are injections and zk E [Mi, n A]z, . Then the subset B with the required properties is 
easy to find in UkEw Mik. The second case may be considered similarly but instead of 
(20) one should use strong Frechetness of S. 
Let 5 E [A]gxT and 2 $ [A]sxT for y < ,0. Then by (21) there exists B c S x T such 
that [B n A]; 3 z and a one-to-one mapping 7r~) B : B -+ nl;(B) where L E {S, T}. 
But then ,0 < Cd(B) < Cd(L) = (Y ( we may take the sequential coreflection of B if 
necessary and use Lemma 10). So so(S x T) Q Q and thus so(S x T) = (Y. 0 
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Remark. Recently Dolecki and Sitou [4,5] construct, without any extra set-theoretic 
assumption beyond ZFC, two FrCchet spaces that the sequential order of sequential core- 
flection of the product of them is cr for any given CY 6 ~1. Such an example was also 
obtained in [14] for the case (Y = 3. In these examples the product spaces are not 
sequential. 
The authors would like to thank Professor Dolecki for many valuable suggestions. 
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